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PRIDE IN LAGOS 2023

Executive Summary

This annual report highlights the success and progressive achievement of Pride in Lagos, Nigeria. This report
provides an overview of Pride in Lagos 2022 as implemented Programme and activity which underlines our
mission at QueerCity media and production, to advocate for the grassroots community while creating a safe
space for community members to existing. This report outlines the strategies, plans, and efforts in place for the
implementation of the program, along with activities and itinerary.
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Our yearly Pride event is solely aimed at celebrating Queer resilience across West Africa, this year Themed; Living Lives of
Hope was a Hybrid event.
Pride in Lagos is a one-week-long event, originally known as GLOW UP Pride. This year Pride was themed for the cause of
growth and to further our goal as a collective, to continue to reclaim indigenous Queer representation and further societal
acceptance for sexual minorities and gender diverse persons in West Africa.
At QueerCity Media and Productions, celebrating pride is a big part of our work as celebrating queerness and uniqueness
is our satisfaction. Hence, the inception of "Pride in Lagos" Nigeria. QueerCity media and productions is an indigenous
LGBTIQ media advocacy network focused on documenting the lives and times of sexual and gender diverse people,
creating safe and credible representation to uplift queerness in West African culture to the world with the collective
support of like-minded LGBTIQ stakeholders and Networks.
Prior to Pride in Lagos as our first groundbreaking event, the last pride event hosted by us was predominantly held using
virtual spaces like Facebook, Zoom, Twitter, and Instagram due to the covid-19 virus amongst others.
In 2019, we had our first Pride open mic event in Abeokuta, with the support of other LGBTIQ local organizations. Sadly,
after the event, our home was raided by the Nigerian Police.
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Vision and Mission
Vision
Our vision is to be a forerunner in
the continuous emancipation and
visibility of minority populations in
West Africa, through direct
grassroots engagement in media
advocacy, campaigns, archives, and
events and mutual engagement.

Mission
We work to create safe spaces to document minority lives on the West
African soil through strategic use of media, archives, events and
campaigns, strategically designed to accelerate media inclusion, social
change and policy reformation.
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Team and volunteers

Our growth over the years of impactful work has caused us to expand our scope and
approach to our work therefore, the need to accommodate more volunteer and
personnel to collectively work with us through the project.
For Pride in Lagos, we started off with call for volunteers for communications
manager, graphics designer, logistics manager specifically for 4-month Projection.
Below are the list of team members and volunteers :

Olaide Kayode Timileyin (He/They)
Executive Director

Martins Anumene (He/Him)
Communicatons manager

Adunni Tiwatope (She/Her)
Programs Director

Araoluwa Kudirat (She/Her)
Logistics manager

Alexandra Obochi (She/Her)
Photographer

VicWonder (He/Him)
Content Creator/PR

Fola Francis (She/Her)
Ball Host/PR

Amara Nnoli (She/Her)
Photographer
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Impact and Strategy
Pride in Lagos 2022 events were an eye-opener for us and the work at QueerCity Media. The initiative of the event
was to bring the world to experience Pride in Lagos, Nigeria. To achieve this great dream in an extremely
homophobic country like Nigeria, we needed to be strategic while understanding our pros and cons correctly.
Communications
Firstly, we started by sending out a couple of emails and a small graphic media outreach kit to express our
intended ideas to Stakeholders, organizations, and embassies to create awareness while also requesting their
available support and resource contributions to the success of the event. However, only a few email responses
came back to us. The journey to Networking through Pride in Lagos resource request gave us the opportunity to
connect with various partners globally that may be fascinated to collectively support.
Fundraising
We also opened up donations through a fundraiser channel with funds targeted at $5000 for all expenses
coverage that we may incur while working on the cause of this project, keeping in mind that we have to also work
on a budget. We made sure that all donations were paid through the fundraiser channel for adequate
accountability. We were able to raise the limited sum of $2,251 of our targeted sum of $5000 and $800 grant
from InterPride which went into catering for the preparation and expenses like volunteer payment, logistics,
personnel payment, creative commissioning, registration, and management software, souvenirs, decorations,
venue payment, volunteer remuneration, and other vital necessities the funds could cover.
Collaboration
While the outreach and fundraising were going on, we looked out for partnership, and sought collaborative
support from both local and international liable partners/sponsors. Our international sponsors include Grindr for
nationwide ads for Pride in Lagos registration dates and program timeline through the Grindr dating app, Black
Trans Travel Fund, Center for Black Equity, Goethe-Institut, Lagos, Wolfgang Tillmans and InterPride while our
local partners include Fatshionista for media photo coverage and The FolaFrancis co-hosted and co-director of
Pride in Lagos Ballroom.
In a place like Lagos, Nigeria, where LGBTQ persons are targeted, we would almost have thought bringing Pride
to Lagos might just be Impossible but with great effort comes great responsibility.
Volunteering and Servicing
Queercity Media and Productions organized a team of staff and volunteering personnel to work in hand with other
external representatives from our sponsoring Organization to oversee the program most especially the
communications programs. A communications WhatsApp group chat was developed for efficiency and the team
worked in hand with the graphics design personnel. The graphic designer with the assistance of the team
designed the LOGO of Pride in Lagos and also other digital flyer communications kits.
Security
Pride in Lagos 2022 was a hybrid event which means it includes virtual and physical events timeline.
Understanding the hostile Nigerian environment towards the gathering of queer persons might be the challenge
for the community members in attending the physical grand Pride ballroom event. One main strategy to ensure
security for the day was to design a registration webpage link process. This helped us to monitor persons
attending the event. The registration link was further promoted by Grindr which serves as the grassroots network
outreach. Also, to secure the venue, we employed the service of external security services.
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TIMELINE
Call for creative registration

[May 6th, 2022]

Announcement of theme

[May 9th, 2022]

Call for Drag-her-thon audition

[May 14th, 2022]

Call For Anthology entries

[May 20th, 2022]

Press Release

[June 2nd, 2022]

Announcement of Headliners,
Marshalls and Performers

[June 9th, 2022]

Call for Participants Reistration

[June 10th, 2022]

Announcement of Festival
Calendar and Itinerary

[June 16th, 2022]

Thank You

[June 27th, 2022]
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For inquiries,
contact us.

www.queercitypodcast.com
info@queercitypodcast.com

